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There are many ways to use the Perko Battery On-Off Switch. The most obvious (and most common) is to just use it to turn off the battery when in storage, so your battery doesn't merge so quickly and is ready to go when you're in. Like all Perko products, these time-tested switches are made in the US. All switches are
protected by ignition. But for boats with multiple engines and multiple batteries, using multiple switches (sometimes combined with a selector switch) can provide different benefits. Running with a selector switch in both positions (see selector switches) may not fully charge all the batteries. But adding switches to the
circuit can force the alterator to charge the battery you want to charge. If you have any questions or doubts about how to use, install or wire any battery switch, contact a certified marine electrician. Battery switches help manage the overall use of electricity on board. They are used to connect or disconnect electrical
devices from the electrical system. They help prevent battery leakage during periods of inactivity. They allow for a quick and easy way to disable the entire electrical system in an emergency. An additional key lock helps prevent unauthorized use of the vessel. The browser does not support a video tag. Perko battery
switches are designed to mount the surface. Standard charge switches have bright red polycarbonate reinforced hulls for safety with large easy-to-turn black handles. The case of the switches of a large cargo duty is a polycarbonate, reinforced with red fiber. Alternator Field Disconnect models protect non-unitized
alternators if the switch is accidentally turned on in the OFF position when the engine starts. High conductivity studs long enough to handle more than 1 cable and strong enough for the torque needed for safe connections. The additional spacer ring (PN 0462DP0RED) allows the use of larger cables. Single engine, single
battery Chart of one engine, two battery switch position indicates which battery (#1, everything #2) is connected to the engine. Two engines, two batteries, two switches That allows any engine that will run any battery. The switch port indicates which battery (#1, everything #2) is connected to the port engine and the
switch on the right side indicates which battery (#1, everything #2) is connected to the right engine. Two engines, two engine batteries, a separate bank of light batteries and two switches allow both engines to be used to charge light batteries. The port switch indicates which battery (port only, port only lighting) is
connected to the port engine and the switch on the right indicates which battery (only on the right side, only starlight) is connected to the right side of the engine. Order ChartDescription-HookedOnTDReviews (1) AShipping Returns Perco Average Debt Battery Selector Switches for Use with 6 to 50 Volt Marine Electric
Systems. When used with non-unitized alternators, this is will interrupt the current of the field (reducing the possibility of damage) if it turns off off the engine with the start. For use with 6 to 50 volt marine electric capacity systems - 250 AMPS Continuous, 360 AMPS IntermittentThere no questions or answers to this item.
Show your investment in fishing gear. Please you can post images and videos of your fishing gear, clothes, catches and lifestyle shots on and off the water. Let's see that you have a chance to win FREE gear! You can use #HookedOnTD UPLOAD YOUR IMAGE here to get to our product pages or gallery. See
something you like? You can shop directly from the images that we dilute when the gear we sell featured! In-Stockat TackleDirect - The product is available for shipment from our Egg Harbor Twp warehouse, New Jersey. The last known available amount is available to the left of the In-Stock message. The item is usually



the same business day if the order is before 2:00 pm ET, except the economy methods can be delayed, the weekend is excluded. Our available suppliers - the goods are usually available at one of our supplier's warehouses and can be shipped directly from them or first get shipped to our facility to be executed. The last
known available amount is available to the left of the In-Stock message. Please refer to the Usual Ships in X details about the 2nd line of the aforementioned status, which are unique by brand and item. More on Wayto TackleDirect- Item is not currently in stock, but it is either on the way or available for us to order and
ship from our warehouse or directly from the supplier who will extend the delivery period. Please refer to the Usual Ships in X details about the 2nd line of the aforementioned status, which are unique by brand and item. On the back of the order on our suppliers - This item is being custom-made and is waiting for inventory
from our supplier (s) and will be delivered by availability on the first order, first based on the shipment. The availability message will provide an indicative arrival date, which can be unpredictable because vendors often change those forecast dates. LOW REALLY TackleDirect - The item has the lowest amount available to
ship from our Egg Harbor Twp, N.J. warehouse immediately. The last known amount is available to the left of LOW qTY. The item will usually ship the same business day, if the order is before 14:00 ET, except the economy method can be delayed, the weekend is excluded. - Low TYat Our supplier (s) - The product is
available with a low quantity from our supplier's warehouses and can be delivered directly from them or first get shipped to our facility. The last known amount is available to the left of the LOW zTI. Please refer to the Usual Ships in X details about the 2nd line of the aforementioned status, which are unique by brand and
item. With us -- This is a special case of the item. Please contact us first by phone, email or chat to get an availability assessment. Pre-order - This is a new or special order item with an often unpredictable delivery date. To book the next available item, please Your order and we will deliver the item to you on the same day
it arrives at our warehouse on the first order, first based on the ship. If shipping time is crucial and you should be 100% sure that we can ship the goods immediately, please contact us first. We don't always know the status of the inventory in our warehouse or our suppliers until the product is ordered. Sometimes we don't
have certain elements available that indicate the availability of IN-STOCK. Our inventory status indicators are updated almost in real time, but are based on the latest known availability of specific items. If the item you are ordering is not available, we will notify you by email or phone. Find this item cheaper elsewhere?
Give us a chance to match it, with our simple TackleDirect Price match promise. At TackleDirect, we make every effort to provide our customers with the lowest prices for the first, but many products are protected by minimum retail price agreements. However, we will match any price offered by any legitimate retailer with
a brick-and-mortar physical address in the United States. We will do our best to meet your request for a price matched by Amazon, eBay, or e-commerce stores that do not maintain a physical United States address whenever possible. If you find an identical Brand New product at a lower advertised price that is in stock
on another site that meets the criteria above, just contact us via chat, phone 888.354.7335, or email: (sales@tackledirect.com) to complete the order. Big save on! Catch hot savings while you can. This itemWe aim to show you accurate product information. Manufacturers, suppliers and others provide what you see here
and we haven't checked it out. Perko's 8501 battery selector switches are among the most popular battery switches ever produced. Their use of the traditional Perko bolt circle makes for easy installation, whether new or as a replacement. These switches can be installed in many places. And as protected ignition switches
they can be installed in the engine rooms of gasoline boats. In addition to doing all the battery trip switch does, the battery selector switches allows battery selection (two or more batteries) for specific purposes including starter engines, running accessories or even recharging. They allow the use of one or more batteries
in systems with one or more engines and facilitate the parallel placement of batteries in emergency situations, starting with a significant discharge of one or both batteries. Perko battery switches are designed to mount the surface. Standard service switches have bright red Housing for safety with a great simple turn black
pen. The case of the switches of a large cargo duty is a polycarbonate, reinforced with red fiber. Selector switches are designed with make before break function. This allows you to switch between 1, ALL and 2 positions while the engine is running. Models with Alternator Field Disconnect feature offer for non-unitized
alternators if the switch was accidentally turned to the off position with the engine running. The 8501 switch versions offer additional features such as disabling the alterator and locking the keys secure. The 90-degree rotation allows users to feel the position of the switches in either easy situations, and the classic shape
of the handle makes it easy to rotate. High conductivity studs long enough to handle more than 1 cable and strong enough for the torque needed for safe connections. The additional spacer ring (PN 0462DP0RED) allows the use of larger cables. Diameter: 5.25-inch polycarbonate body with brass terminals for use with 6-
50 volts of marine electric systems Capacity - 250 AMPS Continuous, 360 AMPS 5 mins. Intermittent Terminal Stud Size: 5/16 Amps0 ACable Length0'Shackle Clearance0'Shackle Clearance0 inRated Load Capacity0 psiTypeParts - AccessoriesMaximum Motor Speed0 meters per SecondFilter Life0 minutesReceiver
Compatibility0 inCount1Price per unit UOMEachColor CategoryticMuloMolordel850DPPerPerkoCandle Power0 Customers 15Horsepower0 Number of units1 EachShear Strength0 lbMaximum Temperature 0 oFUPC08522659471Count for Pack1Product NamePerko 8501DP Average On-duty Battery Selector
SwitchConditionEwFlash Point0 Degrees CentigradeSpositions Locked - No Amplifiers - Max Manufacturer Part Number8501DP GenderUnisexFluid OuncesBreaking Strength0 lbManufacturerPERKOBoat Motor TypeTrolling MotorsLifestage@generatedShackle Length0 inBeam Angle0 oBeam Spread0 ftChain Length
Size0Video games PlatformPCVehicle Typeoff Road-motorcycles, All-terrain vehiclesShackle Diameter0 inDrop Distance0 inReserve Capacity0 minShank Length0 Units for Consumers Unit1ColorMulticolorCategoryBoat ElectronicsIn-Dash SystemYAssembled Product Dimensions (L x W x H)7.75 x 6.25 x 3.25 Inch
Branch Web Application perko 8501dp marine battery selector switch. perko 8501dp marine battery selector switch wiring. perko 8501dp marine battery selector switch installation
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